Present

Analyze

Interact

Provide dashboards that deliver true
value to your users
Flexible layout
Coexisting standard & advanced components
Interactive reports & graphs

No need for external solutions
No need for exports to spreadsheets
Deliver value straight within IGL & increase your return-on-invest

Present information in a way that is
meaningful, intuitive and fit for the task
Let users interact with
the information
Drill-down, search, gain insight,
speed-up processes and increase
adoption of RSA IGL

Contact us under info@elementity.de and we will show you
how to lighten up your dashboards
elementity GmbH - Dorfstrasse 11a - 25373 Ellerhoop - Germany

Dashboards on Fire - Elements
Framework for rapid configuration of stunning dashboards

Calendar heatmaps
At-a-glance view of values over time. Use to
display email volume, users’ activity or
workflow throughput etc. Drill down into the
data with a combined tabular report

FactsPlus
Dashboard Facts with build-in alerting and
easy linking to any IGL object. One click and
the users are transferred to the linked object’s
page

Easy layout & flexbile dashboards
Responsive grid-based layout
Edit layout in seconds
Provide users with zoomable portlets & gallery views
Have users select their own portlet components

Interactive tabular reports
Search, sort & group
Drill-down for even more context, n-levels deep
Link to IGL Reports, making them interactive
immediately

News-Ticker
Open up another communication channel to
your user-base. Announce maintenance
windows, new features and provide a starting
point for online-training

Various graphs
Intuitive, interactive and stunning

Dashboards on Fire – Elements takes away the heavy legwork usually needed to get information to the users and presents it where they
need it: right there in IGL. No more exports to external solutions like MS Excel and Business Intelligence suits results in reduced costs,
improved user experience and streamlined processes.
It provides the foundation for the Dashboards on Fire content packages that enable even faster realization of business value by offering
plug-and-play component and dashboard definitions for topics like advanced statistics, gamification & business value metrics for various
topics like operations, reviews, requests, rules and role management.

Contact us under info@elementity.de and we will show you how to lighten up your dashboards
elementity GmbH - Dorfstrasse 11a - 25373 Ellerhoop - Germany

